Ira “L.J.” Williams

First born son of LaVar Ball, McDonald’s All-American, freshman superstar at UCLA, second overall pick by the Los Angeles Lakers, and potential NBA All-Star. All of these titles have been given to him as aresult of his father, LaVar, saying that the son was better than Michael Jordan.

However, it was not merely his father who was boosting Lonzo higher due to the amount of hype his father was giving him. When LaVar Ball said that his son was better than Michael Jordan, and that LaVar’s son would be the NBA Rookie of the Year. Some even believed that he would be an All-Star in the upcoming season. However, after his first couple of games in the NBA Summer League, people questioned whether he would be able to play in the NBA. Is it because of the high expectations that they had for him? Or is it because he is feeling the pressure that has been placed on him since high school?Lonzo Ball will have plenty of opportunities to prove himself in the upcoming NBA season.

Jalen Moore

KI-P Action Academy

This week is officially the beginning of the end, it concludes my first quarter in high school. This has most certainly been the most challenging as well as the most rewarding experience of my high school career. I feel rejuvenated. The scholars and staff alike offer an inundation of support that I have found essential to completing the assignments with the best quality.

Halloween Month

It has come, the month of spookiness, Halloween! At school, in student council, we are working on posters for a school fundraiser called boo-grams. A boo-gram is a candy gift that you buy for a friend or they buy for you. The boo-grams are delivered to students as a surprise. Also, it is the most idealized state as well as a symbol of beauty, freedom, and success.

Erika Lipscomb

Middle School Club

It has come, the month of spookiness, Halloween! At school, in student council, we are working on posters for a school fundraiser called boo-grams. A boo-gram is a candy gift that you buy for a friend or they buy for you. The boo-grams are delivered to students as a surprise. Also, it is the most idealized state as well as a symbol of beauty, freedom, and success.

Jaco Brown

The League World Finals

The League World Finals is known as one of the most prestigious tournaments in the world of professional basketball. The tournament is held every year, and it features the best teams from around the world. In 2017, the tournament was held in Venezuela, and it featured 16 teams from different countries. The tournament was won by the Dominican Republic, who beat Puerto Rico in the final. This was the first time the Dominican Republic had won the tournament.

Quinna Langford

City High School

Donovan Ruble, a teenager from Plano, has been to the Texas State Fair and has participated in the world finals of the League, which is a martial arts league. The competition was held on Friday and Saturday, October sixth and seventh, at the Fair Park in Dallas. This year the competitors on this team have multiple state and world titles from various martial arts leagues across the country, including ATA, TKD, NBL, and NAGA. Donovan won four World Titles in one Creative Weapons, one in Martial Arts Weapons, one in Creative Forms, and one in Musical Forms. While he was there, he also received a Triple Crown Award, which is awarded to those who win more than two Triple Crown events in a year. After the tournament, Donovan met up with his team mates at a haunted house, which was his favorite part of the experience. In addition to the many friends he’s made, Donovan enjoys martial arts because they help keep him in shape and stables in life. Martial arts also help him give back to the community. He does this by inspiring kids through martial arts, he said. He always wants to go on returning to The League World Finals next year and continuing his passion.

Manners

Youth of Today

Hope of Tomorrow

First Quarter Reflection

The Help

Do you remember that movie about the maids in “The Help” that won the best picture Oscar? It was about civil rights and the struggle for equality. It was a powerful film that depicted the harsh realities of segregation and discrimination. The maids in the movie were portrayed as being strong and determined, fighting for their rights and dignity.
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However, it was not merely his father who was boosting Lonzo higher due to the amount of hype his father was giving him. When LaVar Ball said that his son was better than Michael Jordan, and that LaVar’s son would be the NBA Rookie of the Year. Some even believed that he would be an All-Star in the upcoming season. However, after his first couple of games in the NBA Summer League, people questioned whether he would be able to play in the NBA. Is it because of the high expectations that they had for him? Or is it because he is feeling the pressure that has been placed on him since high school?Lonzo Ball will have plenty of opportunities to prove himself in the upcoming NBA season.
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